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Abstract - Today, in the present era, energy is a crucial factor in designing the applications of display systems. Energy must 
be used in an efficient way. The methods used for displaying data usually in public use LCD display and dot-matrix LED 
display board. Propeller LED display is a device that displays data with least possible number of LEDs that appear as if they 
are suspended in the air. In this paper, the suspended image is formed due to the limitation of the human eye, i.e. because of 
an illusionary principle called the persistence of vision (POV). Actually the suspended images emerge by syncing LED's 
blink to form an image at a specific time and rate. The implementation for the display is done with an advanced RISC based 
Harvard microcontroller. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The core phenomenon on which the entire project 
relies is the Persistence of vision. Persistence of 
vision is the phenomenon pertaining to the human eye 
by which a memory image is believed to persist for 
roughly one 25th of a second on the retina. The 
manner this phenomenon of persistence of vision 
works is based on the assumption that human 
perception of motion is the result of persistence of 
vision. Any motion that we see around us is the direct 
implication of persistence of vision phenomenon at 
work. Persistence of vision still remains the 
acknowledged term for this phenomenon within the 
world of cinema history and theory. In the past, it was 
scientifically tested that a frame rate of but 16 frames 
per second caused the mind to visualize flashing 
images. Individuals still determine motion at rates as 
low as 10 frames per second or slower (as in a 
flipbook). The glint caused by the shutter of a film 
projector is distracting below the 16-frame threshold. 
In drawn animation, moving characters or objects are 
typically shot "on twos", that is to say, 1 drawing is 
shown for every 2 frames of film (which typically 
runs at 24 frames per second), meaning there are 
solely 12 drawings per second. Albeit the image 
update rate is low, the fluidness is satisfactory. 
A two dimensional POV display is usually achieved 
by means of speedily moving a single array of LEDs 
along a linear or circular path. The effect is that the 
image is perceived as a whole by the viewer as long 
as the entire path is completed during the visual 
persistence time of the human eye. A further effect is 
often to give the illusion of the image floating in mid-
air. A three dimensional POV display is often built 
employing a 2D grid of LEDs which is swept or 
rotated through a volume. POV display devices can 
be used in combination with long camera exposures 
to produce light. 
This project was started with a simple principle which 
we frequently come across in our everyday life that is 

Persistence of Vision (POV). An emblematic 
explanation of persistence of vision goes something 
like this: when the human eye is offered with a rapid 
string of slightly different images, there is a transitory 
period during which each image, after its 
disappearance, persists upon the retina, allowing that 
image to blend smoothly with the next image [1].This 
phenomenon creates an illusion of fast 
moving/changing objects to appear continuous. A 
television is a common example; in which an image 
is re-scanned every 25 times, thereby appear 
continuous. Further, a glowing object if rotated at a 
fast speed in a circle, it shows a continuous circle. By 
adopting this basic idea, 8 LEDs can be spun in a 
circle, showing 7 concentric circles. But if these 
LEDs are switched on/off at precise intermissions, a 
steady display pattern can be shown [2]. 
Persistence of vision refers to the optical illusion that 
occurs when the visual perception of an object does 
not cease for some time after the rays of light 
proceeding from it have ceased to enter the eye. The 
illusion has additionally been delineate as "retinal 
persistence", "persistence of impressions" or just 
"persistence" and alternative variations. 
This has been believed to be the explanation 
for motion perception in cinema and animated films, 
but this theory has long been discarded by scientists. 
It is assumed that the illusion that film historians 
usually talk over with as "persistence of vision" is the 
same as what is called as positive afterimages by 
psychologists. The cause of positive afterimages is 
not well known but possibly reflects persisting 
activity in the brain once the retinal photoreceptor 
cell continue to send neural impulses to the occipital 
lobe [3]. 
Early descriptions of the illusion usually attributed 
the impact strictly to imperfections of the eye, 
notably of the retina. Nerves and parts of the brain 
later became part of explanations. 
Existing systems do use POV principle, except for 
displaying each pixel, individual LED is employed. 
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This leads in a huge number of LEDs even for small-
sized displays. By employing a propeller type 
display, the LED count can be kept to a blank 
minimum. Even 8 LEDs can perform a task of over 
525 LEDs [4]. 
 
II. THEORY 
 
The ATmega 328 microcontroller is the brain of the 
developed LED frame. The available 15 I/O lines 
under ports 1, 2 and 3 were directly used to control 
the 8 LEDs. The maximum rating for I/O pin of the 
used microcontroller is 20mA. Therefore 330 ohms 
resistor connects serially with each LED where it 
helps to protect the microcontroller from draining 
more current and also it provides necessary current 
and forward voltage for LED. The 5V DC voltage 
regulated circuit consists with LM7805 was used to 
power the microcontroller. PCB wizard software was 
used to design the required circuits. 
The mechanical structure of the panel is made of 
PVC that has been carefully-designed to be balanced 
and hence stable when rotated at speed. The heavy 
basement also supported to stable the system when it 
is in action. The mechanical structure or the assembly 
is a vital part for a proper functioning of the device. 
The display is scanned every cycle, by rotating the 
whole assembly in a circular motion. The most 
important motive is to achieve perfect balance and a 
good mechanical strength overall. One long screw for 
weight adjustment can be used, and weight can be 
added or removed by adding or removing bolts. If the 
structure or assembly is balanced perfectly, it can 
achieve good stability and rotate at high RPMs as 
well. This will ensure an improved overall efficiency 
of the display system. 
 
III. WORKING PRINCIPLE 
 
The complete display module works with the input 
from interrupt module (IR sensor) to the 
microcontroller, which regulates speed of the DC 
motor and the blinking of LEDs. DC regulated power 
supply is used by DC motor (12V) and the 
microcontroller (5V). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Block Diagram of Propeller LED Display 

The propeller display device comprises of following 
blocks, as shown in the block diagram in figure 1: 
 
A. Interrupter Module 
B. LED module 
C. DC motor 
D. DC power supply 
E. Microcontroller 
 
A. Interrupter Module: 
An Opto-Interrupter or a photo interrupter is a photo 
sensor of transmission-type that integrates 
transmitting elements and optical receiving in a single 
package. This device will switch a circuit on and off 
in a periodic manner optically. It is made of a molded 
plastic housing with an IR LED facing an IR sensor 
or a photo transistor across a gap. Any object in the 
gap will block interrupt the IR beam and 
consequently switch the output of the photo transistor 
on and off. This device is fast and very ideal for 
processes like counting, timing or sensing. 
 
B. LED Module: 
The LED module consists of 8 LEDs and is fixed on 
the other side of the flap of the propeller. These LEDs 
are connected with each of the port pins of the 
microcontroller, with a 330 ohm series current 
limiting resistor. 
The LEDs are the displaying panel of the project 
which will be rotated at a certain rpm on the panel it 
is mounted. 
 
C. DC Motor: 
A continuous scanning of the display is important for 
continuous vision. This is achieved using circular 
rotation of the whole circuit assembly. So, a DC 
motor is used for this. 
The DC motor is used for its simple programming 
and operation. It can be easily set to rotate at a 
specific rpm as per the frequency required to sustain 
persistence of vision. 
 
D. DC Power Supply: 
For the microcontroller and the DC motor, a 
regulated DC power supply is necessary. The 
microcontroller requires a +5V DC supply. The DC 
motor on the other hand requires a +12V supply. 
The mains power has to be stepped down by a 
transformer and the converted to DC using Rectifier 
Bridge. It is then regulated using LM7805 IC. 
 
E. Microcontroller: 
The ATmega328 is a single chip 8-bit microcontroller 
created by Atmel in the megaAVR family. The 
microcontroller comes in a 28-pin dual inline package 
(DIP). This microcontroller is used because of its 
simplicity, low power consumption, and low cost. 
This is the brain of the module and controls all the 
inputs, outputs and calculation processes. 
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IV. RESULT & ANALYSIS 
 
As shown in the figure 2, a rectangular matrix of 
LEDs can be replaced by a single line of LEDs by 
switching on the right LEDs on and off each time. 
This time is decided by the frequency needed for 
POV. The digit 1, here, is displayed in 5 transitions as 
shown. These transitions will not be perceptible to 
naked eye which is logic behind this concept. 
 

 
Figure 2: Displaying Process 

 
This device is designed to display a text by using 
LEDs. In this project, we have used a set of 8 LEDs 
instead of many more in a 2D LED array. The LEDs 
here are connected in multiplexing mode. This 
working of the LED Display involves 4 circuits, viz. 
microcontroller circuit, supply circuit, power-
transfer circuit and propeller-display circuit. 
In the supply circuit, the power from the AC mains is 
stepped down to a motor-operating range by a step 
down transformer. Because there is a DC motor, the 
AC voltage is converted into DC using a bridge-
rectifier circuit, and then it is regulated to a motor 
voltage. This is done using LM 317 regulator IC. The 
voltage is also stepped down to 5V for the 
microcontroller circuit. 
Supplying power to the rotating propeller is not a 
simple task, therefore, in this project, a power 
transmission mechanism is designed using wire 
brushes to supply the power to the control circuit, 
which is a rotating object. The wires from the rectifier 

circuit are attached to wire brushes which stay in 
contact with the wires wound on propeller neck. Due 
to such a mechanism, the supply is wired and yet not 
hard wired. 
 
The AC voltage received from the secondary coil of 
the transformer is rectified into a DC voltage using a 
bridge rectifier and an LM 7805 regulator IC, and this 
rectified DC power supply is given to the 
microcontroller, which is programmed. The message 
or text will then be displayed on the rotating propeller 
by using a set of 8 LEDs in space multiplexing mode. 
In this way, the LEDs display the text with the help of 
a motor driver in a rotating fashion. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The Propeller LED display is used to create virtual 
display. It gives clear display by using bright light 
LEDs. Many aspects in terms of cost, power 
requirement, hardware requirements, ease of use, 
maintenance were considered. 
Even seven LEDs can perform a task of over 525 
LEDs. Application can find their way into cost 
effective solutions for large public displays, 
information systems. It can directly replace Railway 
station information displays, bus stands and many 
more places. By efficient coding we can make the 
display to show 3D images, digital and analogue time 
also. 
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